The paper studies frequency domain characterization and properties of autocorrelation discrete time functions. Such functions may be useful in the design and synthesis of signaling waveforms with prescribed autocorrelation functions.
Introduction
It has long been known that the orthonormal set of causal discrete time functions known as the discrete Laguerre functions [3, 4] can be generated by passing [ ] ( ) [ an Autocorrelation-Invariant Discrete (AID) time function. A similar curiosity which holds for continuous-time Laguerre functions has led Gonsalves [2] to investigate an associated orthogonal set of Autocorrelation-Invariant Continuous time functions. AI functions find their use in the design and synthesis of signaling waveforms. For example, if certain specifications on the autocorrelation function of a discrete-time signal can be met by an AID function
[ ] n f 0 is immediately an acceptable discrete-time waveform and so are the other members of the orthogonal set derived from [ ] n f 0 which have the same autocorrelation function. Orthonormal functions have been used for reducing the complexity of an echo canceler [6] . Some applications of Laguerre functions can be found in the references given in [7] . The purpose of this paper is to investigate the existence and properties of a (1)
Frequency domain characterization
Considering the z-transform of (1) yields
Without loss of generality, the rational z-transform ( )
can be written as . In view of (4), (5) may be written
Multiplying both sides by m z ,
is irreducible by assumption), for a given stable polynomial ( ) z A with non-zero constant term the only acceptable solution is
where λ denotes a real constant to be determined. Notice that if the constant term in ( )
for which (6) holds. Therefore, in the following, we will assume that the constant term in the polynomial ( ) z A is non-zero. Substituting (7) into (6) yields
Applying the initial value theorem for the z-transform of a causal function yields 
With the polynomial
It is worth noting that
is the first polynomial generated when testing stability of ( ) . Some of the interesting properties of these functions are summarized in the following section.
AID-time functions properties
In the following, the cross-correlation function of two real finite-energy discrete-time 
is the reciprocal polynomial and 
the following holds for the energy spectra
As a corollary notice that all the [ ] f is a decaying exponential ( ( )
). The theoretical infinite sequences have been truncated to 20 terms. on the other hand are the same. This is due to property 3, cross-correlation only depends on the difference 
